
Towards an Axiomatization of Dialogue ActsMassimo Poesio David TraumUniversity of Edinburgh University of MarylandHCRC UMIACS2 Buccleuch Place A. V. Williams BuildingEdinburgh EH8 9LW, Scotland, UK College Park, MD 20742 USApoesio@cogsci.ed.ac.uk traum@cs.umd.eduAbstractConversations involve all sorts of verbal activities beyond those strictlyrelated to the performance of the task at hand. Among other things, theparticipants in a conversation have to make sure they both understandwhat's going on, to manage turn taking, and to keep each other informedabout their progress in achieving their task. The participants share infor-mation about the status of all of these processes; this suggests that theview of the conversational score they share is rather more complex thanassumed in previous accounts. We proposed a preliminary formalizationof this more complex view of the conversational score in previous work; inthis paper we revise that earlier model, and use our theory of the conver-sational score to give a partial speci�cation of the e�ect of the dialogueacts included in the DRI classi�cation.1 IntroductionConversations, even task-oriented ones, are a complex business involving allsorts of activities beyond those strictly related to the performance of the taskat hand. Among other things, the participants in a conversation have to makesure they both understand what's going on, manage turn taking, and keepeach other informed about their progress in achieving their task (Clark, 1996).The information about the status of all of these processes is shared among theparticipants; this suggests that the view of the conversational score theyshare is rather more complex than assumed in previous accounts (Stalnaker,1979; Lewis, 1979).We proposed a preliminary formalization of the complex view of the conver-sational score that emerges from this research in (Poesio and Traum, 1997). Inthis paper, we revise that model, and use our theory of the conversational scoreto partially specify the e�ect of the dialogue acts included in the DRI classi-�cation Discourse Resource Initiative (1997); Allen and Core (1997){especiallythose aspects of dialogue act meaning that have not been covered in AI work onspeech acts such as Cohen and Levesque (1990b), including how dialogue actsdetermine which information gets grounded, and how they a�ect the partici-pants' obligations. 1



2 Dialogue ActsMost classic theories of speech acts concentrate on the actions performed by theconversational participants as a way of `getting the job done'|e.g., instructionsto the other conversant, requests for information necessary to accomplish thetask, etc. But these actions are only a part of what happens in conversations;the participants in a conversation spend a lot of their time making sure theydo not talk over each other and ensuring that `informational' coordination isachieved. Recent theories of speech acts (e.g., Novick (1988); Kowtko et al.(1992); Traum (1994); Bunt (1995)) are built on the assumption that a goodtheory of the actions involved in these aspects of a conversation is as importantto a dialogue system as a good theory of task-oriented acts.The multi-level conversation acts theory, presented in Traum and Hinkel-man (1992), maintains the classical illocutionary acts of speech act theory (e.g.,inform, request), now called core speech acts. These actions are, how-ever, reinterpreted as multi-agent collaborative achievements, taking on theirfull e�ect only after they have been grounded, i.e., acknowledged. Rather thanbeing actions performed by a speaker to a hearer, the core speech acts are jointactions; the initial speaker and the hearer (called hereafter initiator and re-sponder, respectively) each contribute actions of a more basic type, the resultbeing the common ground assumed to be the e�ects of core speech acts.In addition, Conversation Acts (ca) theory also assumes that three otherkinds of speech acts are performed in conversations: acts for turn-taking,grounding, and more complex acts called argumentation acts; we includein this class both the macro structures of conversation often called games (Carl-son, 1983; Levin and Moore, 1978) and the organization of acts according to therhetorical structure of discourse, as in elaborations. In (Poesio and Traum,1997) the additional level of locutionary acts was made explicit in addi-tion to the four levels of the initial proposal. We will not be concerned withturn-taking and argumentation acts here.The dialogue acts whose interpretation we will discuss are those proposed inthe Discourse Resource Initiative (Discourse Resource Initiative, 1997; Allenand Core, 1997), currently the most widely examined proposal for a task-independent set of dialogue acts.1 The dri scheme has a somewhat di�erentconceptual organization from ca theory, but it is relatively easy to establish aconnection.We assume throughout that speech acts are just ordinary events, for whichwe adopt a Davidsonian treatment (Davidson, 1967) as usual in Discourse Rep-resentation Theory Kamp and Reyle (1993){more speci�cally, the version ofDavidson's theory proposed by Muskens (1995), in which eventualities are ob-jects of type � and each predicate has an extra argument for the eventuality. Weadopt however the standard drt notation, and write e : p(x) for p(x,e). Eacheventuality e is associated in Muskens (1995) with a unique time interval #(e);we will mostly omit the time intervals below except where necessary to specifythe udpates.1It is being developed by an international team of dialogue researchers from previous codingschemes and speech act taxonomies, and the reliability of this classi�cation scheme has beenstudied in (Core and Allen, 1997; Di Eugenio et al., 1997).2



Locutionary ActsWe use the ternary predicate e : Utter(A,P) to characterize locutionary acts,where A is an individual, P is a string, and, as mentioned above, e is an eventu-ality. A locutionary act may consist of an utterance of a single word, a sentenceconstituent such as an np, or a complete sentence.2Core Speech ActsCore speech acts are dialogue acts which have to do with managing the topic ofthe conversation, in a general sense. Some of them play a forward-lookingfunction: they introduce new social attitudes in the conversation that haveto be addressed. The forward-looking acts from the DRI dialogue act codingscheme are shown in (1).(1) � Statement{ Assert{ Reassert{ Other-statement� Inuencing-addressee-future-action{ Open-option{ Directive� Action-directive� Info-request� Committing-speaker-future-action{ O�er{ Commit� Conventional{ Opening{ Closing� Explicit-performative� ExclamationIn this scheme acts are hierarchically organized in classes and subclasses; sub-acts maintain all of the properties of the parent act, while also adding additionalinformation about the act.3 The current scheme speci�es six main act typeswith subtypes. An initiator is committed to the veracity of her Statement. Ifthe statement is used to try to achieve the belief of the addressee (regardlessof its success, or the prior belief of the addressee), then it is an Assert. If2We assume that the participants in a conversation also share additional information abouta locutionary act such as its syntactic classi�cation if any or its meaning. See (Poesio andTraum, 1997; Poesio, 1997) for details.3The scheme as developed in Discourse Resource Initiative (1997) included Info-request asa sub-class ofAction-directive| it is a directive in which the directed act is one of making astatement. The authors of Allen and Core (1997), subsequently decided to make Info-requestits own main type, since it was often easy to identify using a di�erent syntactic form thanother directives (i.e., interrogative vs. imperative mood). While this change is sensible for acoding manual, for reasons of semantic simplicity, we stick with the prior formulation in thispaper. 3



the initiator was already previously so committed, then it is a Reassert. AnOther-statement is a statement that is not an assert or reassert, such astaking a stand on a particular position, without concern to the beliefs of otherconvesants on this matter. The decision as to whether to classify an utterancefor the Statement dimension, and if so which class to use, is guided by thedecision tree for statements as shown in Fig. 1.
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Do not give a Statement tagIs the speaker trying to change the belief
of the addressee?

Tag as 

Yes No

Tag as Tag as
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Yes No

Does the speaker think that the claim has already been made?Assert

OtherReAssertFigure 1: The DRI decision tree for statementsInuencing-addressee-future-action acts constrain the discourse situ-ation to contain an option for the addressee. Open-option does only this;more precisely, it does not count as an attempt to get the addressee to ac-tually do the mentioned act, merely allows it as a possibility for considera-tion. A directive, on the other hand, does count as such an attempt. Thedri scheme includes two types of directives to the other agent, depending onwhat kind of action is directed. Info-requests are directives to perform astatement.Action-directives are directives to perform another kind of action.Both types of directives also impose an obligation to address the directive it-self (though not necessarily to perform the requested action) Traum and Allen(1994b). A Committing-speaker-future-action act mentions an option ofthe initiator. A Commit act means that the initiator has an obligation toperform the action. An O�er is a conditional commitment: if the addresseeaccepts, then the initiator is committed. Explicit-performatives are the tra-ditional speech acts from (Austin, 1962). The dri scheme also includes the actsOpening and Closing, which have to do with the conventional organizationof conversations. We will not discuss explicit performatives, conventional acts,and exclamations here. We refer the reader to (Allen and Core, 1997) for morediscussion and examples of these classes, as well as their decision trees.Other core speech acts are instead classi�ed in the dri scheme as responsesto previous acts: for example, the initiator may accept or reject a previous pro-posal, or answer a request for information. These acts are called backward-looking in the DRI classi�cation. The backward-looking acts from the DRIscheme playing a function related to the task are listed below; as we will see,other backward-looking acts play functions related to grounding. The speci�-cation of such acts always involves mention of the dialogue act(s) that they are4



a response to; i.e., all of these acts are implicitly anaphoric on previous speechacts. The decision tree for backward-looking acts is shown in Fig. 2; again werefer the reader to (Discourse Resource Initiative, 1997; Allen and Core, 1997)for discussion and examples.� Agreement{ Accept{ Accept-part{ Maybe{ Reject{ Reject-part{ Hold� AnswerHold is the label used for any actions that do not explicitly accept or reject theact they are a response to, but merely postpone the decision.
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Tag as RejectFigure 2: Backward-looking acts in the DRI schemeGrounding ActsOur model inherits a fundamental assumption of theories such as (Clark andSchaefer, 1989; Traum, 1994): that information has to be grounded before itbecomes part of the common ground. As in (Traum, 1994), we assume thatgrounding is achieved by means of dialogue acts. Acts such as assertions orinstructions specify contributions that have to be acknowledged beforethey become a proper part of the common ground. Acknowledgments can eitherbe performed implicitly or explicitly, by means of linguistics expressions such5



as okay or gotcha but also by nodding or by means of expressions such as uhu.Here is an example of acknowledgment from the TRAINS-93 corpus:(2) utt1: s: take the Avon train to Dansvilleutt2: u: OkayThe participants in a conversation do not always acknowledge contributionsright away: they may also signal that they did not understand, e.g., by sayingSorry, I didn't hear that.Some of the backward-looking acts in the DRI classi�cation are concernedwith grounding; they are listed below.4� Understanding-act{ Signal-non-understanding{ Signal-understanding� Acknowledge� Repeat-rephrase� Completion{ Correct-misspeakingTurn-taking ActsThe classi�cation in (Traum and Hinkelman, 1992) also includes a class of actshaving to do with the management of the turn{i.e., who is speaking at anygiven point. Actions in this class include take-turn, keep-turn, release-turn,assign-turn. The DRI scheme does not include actions of this type at themoment.Multiple Dialogue ActsOne hypothesis shared both by ca theory and by the dri proposal is thata locutionary act may generate more than one dialogue act. For example, alocutionary act such as okay is typically used to perform actions at both thegrounding level and at the core speech act level at the same time; but it isalso possible to perform multiple actions at the core speech act level{e.g., anutterance such as There is an engine at Avon in the TRAINS domain can beboth an Assert and an Open-option. Following (Goldman, 1970), we assumethat in these cases multiple events are generated by a single locutionary event.3 The Conversational ScoreGrounded and Ungrounded InformationThe view of the grounding process proposed by Clark and Schaefer (1989) im-plies that the conversational score does not simply consist of a record of theinformation about the conversation that is shared by its participants; instead,it includes both a record of the material that has already been grounded, which4We should note that some of the grounding acts in (Traum and Hinkelman, 1992) are notincluded in the DRI scheme - for example, requests for acknowledgments.6



we will indicate as G, and of the material that hasn't yet been grounded. Fol-lowing (Clark and Schaefer, 1989; Traum and Hinkelman, 1992), we assume thatthe ungrounded part consists of a speci�cation of the current `contributions,' ordiscourse units, as they are called in (Traum and Hinkelman, 1992).We propose that the view of the conversational score entertained by eachcp at any given time (her conversational information state) has thestructure in (3). We view the conversational information state as a drs whichspeci�es information about G and the discourse units; this drs gets updatedover time as a result of dialogue acts. G and the discourse units are also drss;we are shortly going to see what kind of information they contain. There aretwo reasons for these decisions: �rst of all, the grounding acts refer back tothe dus, as we will see shortly; and second, the modi�cations to G and to thediscourse units can be easily modeled as modi�cations to discourse markers in anextended version of Compositional drt (Muskens, 1995) with markers denotingdrss. The cis also contains information about the currently pending discourseunits, which are put together in a list UDUS. The top of UDUs is the CurrentDiscourse Unit CDU{ the Discourse Unit to which new material gets added.We write below CDU for �rst(UDUS).
(3) G UDU CDU DU1 DU2 DU3G = . . .DU1 = . . .DU2 = . . .DU3 = . . .UDUS = hDU3; DU1i(CDU = �rst(UDUS) = DU3)The picture of dialogue we are going to assume below is one in which each actleads to an update of the cis. All new information gets �rst added to a du; thisresults in obligations of various types and possibly in the responder coming tosome conclusions about the intentions of the initiator. Information moves fromUDUS into G as the result of acknowledgments.The Conversational Score as a Record of the Discourse Sit-uationOur second main hypothesis is that the conversational score is, �rst and fore-most, a record of the dialogue acts that take place during a conversation, as wellas of the public beliefs, intentions and social commitments of the participants.As such, it can be characterized in terms of the language introduced in drtto characterize other types of situations. For example, the utterances in (4),if interpreted as an Assert, and Accept, and an Assert, respectively, resultin the conversational participants sharing the information in (5), that includesa record of the occurrence of three locutionary acts and three core speech actsgenerated by them (we have omitted from (5) all information about smallerlocutionary acts such as the uttering of there):(4) a. A: There is an engine at Avon.b. B: Okay. 7



c. A: It is hooked to a boxcar.
(5) G=

u1-6 u7 u8-13 ce1 ce3 s s0 s00 K1 K2u1-6 : Utter(A,\There is an engine at Avon")ce1 : Assert(A,B,K1)K1 = x w eengine(x)Avon(w)e : at(x,w)K1(s)(s0)generate(u1-6,ce1)u7 : Utter(B,\Okay")ce3 : Accept(B,ce1)generate(u7,ce3)u8-13 : Utter(A,\It is hooked to a boxcar")ce4 : Assert(A,B,K2)K2 = y u e0boxcar(y)e0 : hook(y,u)u is xK2(s0)(s0 0)generate(u8-13,ce4)satisfaction-precedes(ce,ce4)This hypothesis about the conversational score plays two important roles inwhat follows. First of all, we can assume that agents can reason about theoccurrence of dialogue acts and draw some conclusions; most of the updateswe will see below are originated by observations of this type. Secondly, we canassume that agents can refer back to dialogue acts just like they do with otherevents; in this way we can handle the implicit anaphoric reference to events inbackward-looking acts.Compositional DRTOur formalization is based on drt{most speci�cally, on Muskens' formulation ofdrt in terms of the theory of types, Compositional drt (Muskens, 1995). Thecrucial properties of CDRT to understand what follows are that assignments aretreated as �rst-class objects{ of type s{and that discourse entities are viewedas functions from assignments to entities in the domain. drss can then bede�ned as relations between assignments, i.e., objects of type hs ,hs,tii: the drs[u1, . . . , unj'1, . . .'m] is de�ned as follows:[u1, . . . , un j '1, . . . , 'm] = � i. � j. i[u1, . . . , un]j ^ '1(j), . . . , 'm(j)where i[u]j, the update operator, is short for (simplifying somewhat):� 8v (u 6= v) ! (v(i) = v(j))For example, the drs which is the value of the marker K1 in (5) has the followingvalue: 8



(6) [[[x w ejengine(x),Avon(w), e : at(x,w)] ]] = fhi,ji j i and j are states,j di�ers from i at most over x, w and e, and the values assigned by jto x , w and e satisfy [[engine(x)]],[[ Avon(w)]], and [[e : at(x,w)]]gPoesio and Muskens (1997) proposed to extend the standard version of CDRT inorder to allow for discourse markers of two new types: ranging over assignments,and ranging over relations between assignments (drss). We use that formalismhere even though some technical issues concerning how to allow the secondmodi�cation still have to be addressed.54 The Update E�ects of Dialogue ActsCohen and Levesque (1990b) argued that illocutionary acts are not an essentialingredient of a theory of communication; they can be `de�ned away' by cap-turing their e�ect in terms of intentions and beliefs. Our goals here are moremodest. The axiomatisation of dialogue acts that we propose below speci�es foreach dialogue act the update to the conversational score that results when anoccurrence of that act is recorded; e.g., what gets grounded as the result of anacknowledgment, or the attitudes that become public (i.e., the correspondingstates are recorded in G) as a result of a core speech act. However, we feel it istoo early to claim that the update properties we specify completely de�ne theDRI dialogue acts, and that therefore these can be dispensed with.The update e�ects are speci�ed using the format:Name: ActCondition on update: �Update: 	In the simplest cases, the update simply depends on the occurrence of the di-alogue act being recorded in one of the drs that constitute the cis; in morecomplex cases, additional conditions on the cis are involved. The update con-dition may also depend on the condition holding in a speci�c drs among thosethat constitute the cis: e.g., the update resulting from a core speech act beingadded to a discourse unit are typically di�erent from that that results fromthat speech act being added to G. We use the shorthand K::'to specify thatcondition ' must hold in drs K, meaning:K::'=def 8ijK(i)(j)!'(j)We use the notation X += K to indicate the operation of DRS update in whichthe value of X is updated by concatenating K to it by means of the CDRT ;operator: X +=K =def �i�jX(j) = (X(i);K)Finally, we use two operators for doing list manipulation, push and remove,de�ned in turn in terms of a concatenation operator j and a deletion operatoron lists:5We also assume that discourse markers become accessible in a conversation because each(core) speech act in a discourse segment extends the current focus space, as proposed in(Grosz and Sidner, 1986); we assume here that focus spaces are situations, which conceptuallycan be thought of as hworld,assignmenti pairs, and are implemented as assignments with adistinguished variable w. 9



push(X,Y) =def �i�jX(j) = hY jX(i)iremove(X,Y) =def �i�jX(j) = X(i)YPrimitivesFirst of all, a brief introduction to the terminology we use to talk about eventsand types. We use the term eventuality type to refer to abstracts overconditions describing events or states of type h�,hs,tii, such as �e:�i:e(i) :Accept(x(i); e'(i)) where Accept is an event type, x; e and e0 are discoursemarkers6 and e0 is the event being accepted; or �e:�i:e(i) : Bel(x(i);K(i)),where Bel is a state type and K a discourse marker taking values over DRSs.We also refer to event types as action types. We use the symbol � to refer toaction types, and the symbol � to refer to state types.Our characterization of the e�ects of DAs on the cis makes use, �rst of all,of the event types Try, Achieve and Address, informally described as follows:� e : Try(A,�) means that e is an event of A trying to perform an act oftype � .7� e : Achieve(A,�) means that e is an event of A bringing about the satis-faction of state type �.� e : Address(A,e0) means that e is an event of A considering and respond-ing to e0.Secondly, we assume that the conversational score can include informationabout agents being in the state having one of the following mental attitudes:� s : Bel(A,K): s is a state of agent A believing the proposition expressedby drs K.� s : Int(A,� ), where � is either an action type that agent A intends toperform or a state type that A intends to achieve.� s : Option(A,�): action type � is one that A is aware that she can per-form.In addition to `private' attitudes such as Bel and Int, which are traditionalingredients of formalizations of speech acts (Allen, 1983; Cohen and Levesque,1990b), our formalization also relies on some social attitudes, which relate anagent not only to a course of events or action, but also to a social group. Theseinclude:� s : SCCOE(A,B,K): this stands for Socially Committed to a Course ofEvents. It is the public counterpart to individual belief. It means thatA is committed to B to K being the case (whether or not she actuallyprivately believes it).86We recall that in CDRT discourse markers are functions from assignments to objects inthe domain.7Try expresses the notion of present-directed intention (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a, pg.35) and is related to Cohen and Levesque's ATTEMPT.8A default inference can generally be drawn in the case of an honest agent between SCCOEand actual belief, as follows:8a,b,K,s,i s : SCCOE(a,b,K) (i) ) 9 s0 s0 : Bel(a,K) (i)10



� s : Obliged(A,B,�) state s is one of A having the obligation to B toperform an act of type �(whether or not she actually intends to) Traumand Allen (1994b).Typically these states cease to hold after a while, either because e.g., the obli-gation has been addressed, or because an intention has been dropped. Currentstates are those whose associated time interval '(s) properly contains the in-dexical time point now (now � '(s), in Muskens' notation); some of the actsbelow update the temporal duration of some of these states making them notcurrent anymore.Locutionary ActsAs a new utterance is perceived, the current discourse unit is updated withthe corresponding locutionary act. This update rule speci�es a sort of defaultco-presence assumption - everything that gets uttered is by default recorded aspart of the conversational score. This case di�ers from the others in that thereare no update conditions{the act is not recorded anywhere in the cis prior tothis update. u is a new discourse marker.Name: UtterCondition on update:Update: CDU += [uju : Utter(A,\...")]For example, as soon as the �rst word in (4a), There, is perceived, the updateto the CDU in (7a) takes place; assuming that the initial constituents of the cisare empty, and the initial CDU is DU1, the result is the cis in (7b), where u1is a new discourse marker. The same update takes place after each locutionaryact.9(7) a. CDU += [u1ju1 : Utter(A,\There")]b. G UDUS CDU DU1G = [j]DU1 = [u1ju1 : Utter(A,\There")]UDUS = hDU1i (CDU = DU1)Core Speech ActsA fundamental property of core speech acts is that they impose an obligationon the responder to perform an Understanding-act (e.g., acknowledge them)when she recognizes their occurrence. Let F be any core speech act, with argu-ments A;B; x; then the occurrence of an action of that type in K (G or a DU)results in the following update :Name: FCondition on update: K::[e : F(A,B,x) ]Update: K += [sjs : Obliged(B,�s0:s0 : Understanding-act(B; e))]9This is actually a simpli�cation, in reality one often can't tell to which DUs various partsof an input utterance will belong. In an extended version of this paper, we will give moredetails on how to handle this kind of update using continue grounding acts to merge newinput with existing DUs. For now, the assumption that all new material from a currentutterance gets put into the CDU will su�ce. 11



Some forward-looking actions also impose an obligation on the responder toaddress them. This is certainly the case for directives { arguably, it holds forStatements and O�ers, as well. Let D be a forward-looking action of thisclass, with arguments A;B; x; then its occurrence in K (DU or G) results in thefollowing update:Name: DCondition on update: K::[e : D(A,B,x) ]Update: K += [sjs : Obliged(B,�s0:s0 : Address(B; e))]The speci�c update e�ects for some of the forward-looking acts are shownin Table 1. These formalizations are fairly direct implementations of the spec-i�cations in (Allen and Core, 1997). As mentioned above, we assume that theoccurrence of an act such as Assert that specializes another act (Statement)results in the updates associated both with the more general and with the morespeci�c act.Name: StatementCondition on update: G::[e : Statement(A,B,K) ]Update: G += [sjs : SCCOE(A,B,K)]Name: AssertCondition on update: G::[e : Assert(A,B,K)]Update: G += [e'je' : Try(A,�s0:s0 : Bel(B;K)),[e"je" : Accept(B,e)] ) [sjs : SCCOE(B,A,K)]]Name: Inuencing-addressee-future-actCondition on update: G::e : IAFutA(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')Update: G+=[sjs : Option(B,�e0:e0 : ')]Name: Open-optionCondition on update: G::[e : OpOp(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Update: G+=[j:[e"je" : Try(A,�s0:s' : Achieve(A,�e'.e':'))]]Name: DirectiveCondition on update: G::[e : Dir(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Update: G += [j [e"je" : Accept(B,e)] ) [sjs : Obliged(B,A,�e0:e0 : ')]]Name: Committing-speaker-future-actionCondition on update: G::[e : CSFA(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Update: G+=[sjs : Option(A,�e0:e0 : ')]Name: CommitCondition on update: G::[e : Commit(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Update: G += [sjs : Obliged(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Name: O�erCondition on update: G::[e : O�er(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]Update: G += [j [e"je" : Accept(B,e)] ) [sjs : Obliged(A,B,�e0:e0 : ')]]Table 1: Forward-Looking Act De�nitionsWhat distinguishes an assertion from a garden variety statement is the in-tention to get the responder to believe the claim (one could make a statementin the case where one knows the responder won't believe it, or already believesit). But the achievement of that belief (a successful assertion) is too strong acondition, that de�nes the perlocutionary act of convince: that only results ifthe responder explicitly Accepts the act, which results in a further inferencebecause of the conditional originated from the update. For an example of theconsequences of an Assert, consider again (4a). The situation after all of thelocutionary acts have been processed is as in (8) (we omit here all informationabout the locutionary acts derived from incremental syntactic and semanticinterpretation): 12



(8) G UDUS CDU DU1G = [j]DU1 = u1 . . . u6u1 : Utter(A,\There"). . . ...u6 : Utter(A,\Avon")UDUS = hDU1i (CDU = DU1)In the meantime, intention recognition takes place. Assuming that the utteranceunit consisting of u1 . . . u6 is interpreted as an Assert, the following update ofthe CDU takes place (the occurrence of other acts such as a Release-turn andperhaps other core speech acts are also possibly inferred):
CDU += ce1 K1 s s0ce1 : Assert(A,B,K1)K1 = x w eengine(x)Avon(w)e : at(x,w)K1(s)(s0)generate(u1-6,ce1)(we have glossed over how precisely the semantic interpretation of the utteranceunit is computed - see Poesio and Traum (1997) for some details). This updateresults in an obligation to signal understanding or misunderstanding with re-spect to ce1 and (possibly) in an obligation to address it, which result in thefollowing update of the conversational score:(9) CDU+= s1 s2s1 : Obliged(B,�s0:s0 : Understanding-Act(B; ce1))s2 : Obliged(B,�s0:s0 : Address(B; ce1))As we mentioned earlier and we will see in more detail shortly, acknowledging aDU has the e�ect of updating G with the information in that DU. The utterancein (4b), Okay, has a dual purpose: it serves as an acknowledgment of ce1, aswell as an acceptance. The acknowledgment leads to the occurrence of ce1being grounded, which in turn leads to the updates associated with an Assertact according to Table 1, namely:G += s3 e1s3 : SCCOE(A,B,K1)e1 : Try(A,�s0:s0 : Bel(B;K1))[e"je" : Accept(B,ce1)] )[sjs : SCCOE(B,A,K1)]The crucial property of backward-looking acts is that they remove the obli-gation to address an act. If F is a forward-looking act and B an `appropriate'13



backward-looking act,10 then performing an act e of type B with respect to theoccurrence of act e' of type F removes the obligation:Name: BCondition on update: K::[s : Obliged(B,�s0:s0 : Address(B; e'))'(s) = te : B(B,e') ]Update: K += [tjt < now ]The speci�c updates resulting from backward-looking acts are described in Table2. Name: AgreementCondition on update: G::[e : Agreement(A,ce) ]Update:Name: Accept (Assert)Condition on update: G::[e : Accept(A,ce)]Update: [e�ect speci�ed by conditionalin update for Assert]Name: Accept (Request)Condition on update: G::[e : Accept(A,ce), ce : Directive(B,A,�)]Update: [work done by conditional]Name: RejectCondition on update: G::[e : Reject(A,ce)]Update: G+= [j:[sjs : SCCOE(A,B,K)]]Table 2: Backward-Looking Act De�nitionsThe dri scheme includes a single Accept act that may be used to addressacts of di�erent types; we hypothesize that the act-speci�c consequences ofacceptance are part of the de�nition of the forward acts themselves, in theconditionals introduced as the result of the performance of the forward acts.Thus, for example, B's acceptance of ce1 by the Okay in (4a) leads to G beingupdated with the information [sjs : SCCOE(B,A,K1)].Grounding ActsOf the grounding acts, we only consider here Acknowledge, that we treat asa predicate ce : Acknowledge(A,DU1) relating a cp A to a DU DU1. Theoccurrence of an acknowledgment of DU1 results in G being updated with thatdiscourse unit, which is then removed from UDUS. Grounding acts do not seemto ever get added to G; we hypothesize that they are included in their own DUsthat also get removed after they update the conversational score.11Name: AcknowledgeCondition on update: CDU::[u : Acknowledge(A,DU1)]Update: G += DU1;remove(UDUS,DU1);remove(UDUS,CDU)For example, we hypothesize that the Okay in (4b) works as follows. At the endof the �rst turn in (4) the cis is as after the update in (9). As the turn is takenby B a new DU is initiated, DU2. (This is an e�ect of the implicitRelease-turn10We will leave the notion of what counts as `appropriate' unspeci�ed{see (Ginzburg, 1995)for the case of questions.11The importance of grounding acts is not that they occur and are objects of discussion,but their e�ect on restructuring parts of CIS.14



performed at the end of (4)a.) The locutionary act u7 of uttering Okay is addedto DU2, as is the Acknowledge act ce2 as soon as it is recognized. The resultis the situation in (10).
(10)

G UDUS CDU DU1 DU2 DU3G = [j]
DU1 = u1 . . . u6 ce1 K1 s s0u1 : Utter(A,\There"). . . ...u6 : Utter(A,\Avon")ce1 : Assert(A,B,K1)K1 = x w eengine(x)Avon(w)e : at(x,w)K1(s)(s0)DU2 = u7u7 : Utter(B,\Okay")DU3 = ce2ce2 : Acknowledge(B,DU1)UDUS = hDU3; DU2;DU1i (CDU = DU3 )At this point, as a result of the acknowledgment, G is updated with DU1, DU1and DU3 are removed from UDUs, and DU2 becomes CDU:

(11)
G UDUS CDU DU1 DU2 DU3
G = u1 . . . u6 ce1 K1 s s0u1 : Utter(A,\There"). . . ...u6 : Utter(A,\Avon")ce1 : Assert(A,B,K1)K1 = x w eengine(x)Avon(w)e : at(x,w)K1(s)(s0)DU2 = u7u7 : Utter(B,\Okay")UDUS = hDU2i (CDU = DU2 )
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